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Hey everyone, this is Reddera.
I just wanted to say thank you so much to the people of Heromorph.
You see I joined DeviantArt to be in an art community, to give and receive art critiques. I joined
Heromorph for fun and to see the many wonderful Manipulations here as well as to share my own.
Over the past year I have come to find that the people at DA are not well spoken, do not often have
very educational critiques or know how to make one, don't often say anything about the art they like
and or are children. or professionals too busy to respond.
But here at Heromorph where I thought at most I'd get a "that's cool, great boobs!" comment for
every picture.
I was wrong. while sometimes I still get "great boobs", they are tasteful and funny. 
This community is strong and talks to each other. I have received countless educational critiques that
were well spoken and knew what they were saying no matter the skill of the artist. I have felt so
welcomed here. In such a friendly jovial community. To me even though it is not a community of
professional painters, line artists and photographers, Heromorph is more artistic in thought and idea
than DeviantArt could ever hope to be. When I want something to make me smile, wonderful Ideas,
well thought out usable critiques I come here. The place I least expected I would.
So while it is mushy I wanted to say thank you.
Over time this place has really shown me it's worth and the judge of character that comes from it. For
every one intelligent, funny, useful, creative comment I get here I get six useless nothing comments
on DA.
So thank you for opening your arms and welcoming me. 
I have learned so much, made friends and now have regular people that I always look to for their
wonderful opinions here at Heromroph.
 So I wanted this to go to the community to show an artists appreciation.
Thank you and I applaud you.

Much love to everyone at Heromorph,
~Redd

for something new and fun see my portfolio at
(http://arielburgess.daportfolio.com/)
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